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The parameter-shift rule is an approach to measuring gradients of quantum circuits with respect
to their parameters, which does not require ancilla qubits or controlled operations. Here, I discuss
applying this approach to a wider range of parameterize quantum gates by decomposing gates into
a product of standard gates, each of which is parameter-shift rule differentiable.

Introduction - The parameter-shift rule is a promising approach to evaluating gradients of parameterized
quantum circuits on quantum hardware [1–5]. Suppose
we have some objective function f (θ) of a quantum circuit,
†
f (θ) = hψ| UG
(θ) A UG (θ) |ψi

(1)

where the parameterized gate is
UG (θ) = e−iaθG .

(2)

Here, G is the Hermitian generator of the gate and a is a
real constant. The circuit can feature arbitrary unitaries
before and after the gate of interest, but for now we will
absorb those dynamics into the initial state ψ and the
Hermitian operator of the observable A, for notational
simplicity.
The parameter-shift rule states that if the generator of
the gate G has only two unique eigenvalues, e0 and e1 ,
then the derivative of this circuit expectation (1) with
respect to the gate parameter is proportional to the difference in expectation of two circuits with shifted parameters,

d
f (θ) = r f (θ +
dθ

π
4r )

− f (θ −

π
4r )



,

(3)

where the shift constant is r = a2 (e1 − e0 ). Compared to
other approaches for evaluating circuit gradients [6], the
parameter-shift rule has the advantage that it requires
the performance of two circuits each of which is the same
number of gates as the original circuit, and does not requires ancilla qubits. We will put aside for now the practical difficulties of evaluating these expectations with sufficient accuracy on near-term NISQ (Noisy-Intermediate
Scale Quantum) [7] computers.
Gradients of such quantum circuits are of use in the
optimization step of variational quantum algorithms [8].
In these hybrid-quantum-classical approaches, we construct a quantum circuit, and then vary the parameters to minimize some objective function of interest.
Examples include the Variational Quantum Eigensolver

(VQE) [9, 10], Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm (QAOA) [11], quantum autoencoders [12], and
various proposals to quantum machine learning [1, 13–
16]. Promising approach to the classical optimization
step include gradient descent, or stochastic gradient descent if the optimization is over large input data sets, or
closely related algorithms such as ADAM [17, 18].
The parameter-shift approach to quantum gradients
can only be directly applied to gates with 2-unique eigenvalues. However, herein we will discuss how parametershift gradients can be evaluated for a much wider range
of parameterized gates using the product rule of calculus, provided we can decompose our gate of interest into
a product of gates, each of which is parameter-shift rule
differentiable. We will demonstrate this idea for 2-qubit
gates, and discuss several gate decompositions in detail.
In classical simulations of quantum circuits we do not
need to resort to the parameter shift rule, since we can
apply non-unitary operators to quantum states. We will
conclude with a discussion of how to efficiently calculate
gradients of quantum circuits on classical hardware.
Parameter-shift rule gradients - Let us review why
the parameter shift works. Suppose that the generator
of the gate G (2) is unitary as well as Hermitian, and the
prefactor a = 1. Then G is also idempotent GG = I, and
with Euler’s identity we can express the gate as
UG (θ) = e−iθG = I cos(θ) − iG sin(θ) .

(4)

The key insight is that even if G is not unitary, if it
has only two unique eigenvalues, e0 and e1 , then we can
always convert the generator aG to a unitary operator
by adding and multiplying by real constants, ar (G − s),
where r = a2 (e1 − e0 ), and s = 12 (e1 + e0 ). The additive
shift can be neglected since it only adds an irrelevant
phase. Therefore, for any real constant a, and Hermitian
operator G with two unique eigenvalues, we have
UG (θ) = e−iaθG = I cos(rθ) − i ar G sin(rθ)

(5)

up to phase. And as a special case of (5) we have
π
UG (± 4r
)=

√1 (I
2

∓ i ar G) .

(6)

Note that the derivative of the gate (2) is
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∂
∂θ UG (θ)

= −iaGe−iaθG .

(7)

2
We can now derive the parameter-shift rule, Eq. (3).
∂
f (θ)
∂θ
†
= hψ| [+iaG]UG
(θ) A UG (θ) |ψi
+ hψ|
=

=
=

†
UG
(θ)

(8a)

A [−iaG]UG (θ) |ψi

†
UG
(θ)(I + i ar G) A (I − i ar G)UG (θ) |ψi
†
(θ)(I − i ar G) A (I + i ar G)UG (θ)
− 2r hψ| UG
†
π
π
rhψ| UG
(θ + 4r
) A UG (θ + 4r
) |ψi
†
π
π
− rhψ| UG (θ − 4r ) A UG (θ − 4r
) |ψi


π
π
r f (θ + 4r ) − f (θ − 4r )
r
2 hψ|

(8b)
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π
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−i π
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For these parameterizations of the XX, YY, and ZZ gates
we have r = π2 .
More generally, we can decompose any 2-qubit gate
into a canonical gate plus 1-qubit gates [19–24].
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Provided we can determine the functional relation between the original gate parameter θ and the parameters
of the decomposition, we can evaluate gradients with the
product rule.
X
dti
d
∂
(14)
dθ f (θ) =
∂ti fCAN (t1 , t2 , . . . , t15 ) dθ

Here the Pauli matrices are X = ( 01 10 ), Y = ( 0i -i0 ), and
0 ). On the other hand, it can be more conveZ = ( 10 -1
nient to represent the same gates as powers of the Pauli
operators, but in that case the shift constant is r = π2 .
X t ' RX (πt) = e−i 2 tX

=

CAN(tx , ty , tz )

(a) We write out the gradient using (7) and the product
rule; (b) and then rearrange and gather terms so that
the Hermitian measurement operators are acted upon by
conjugate unitary operators; (c) We recognize from (6)
that these unitaries represent instances of the initial gate,
and thus shift the gate’s parameter; (d) This leads to the
parameter shift rule for circuit gradients.
Note that the value of the shift constant r depends
upon the parameterization. For instance, the 1-qubit
Pauli rotation gates are all parameter-shift differentiable
with r = 12 .
−i 21 θX

constructed by prepending or appending local 1-qubit rotations [19].
The Hamiltonian of the canonical gate has more than 2
unique eigenvalues in general, yet we can evaluate gradients with respect to any of the three parameters using
the parameter-shift rule, with r = π2 . This is because
the X ⊗ X, Y ⊗ Y , and Z ⊗ Z terms in the Hamiltonian
all commute, and the canonical gate can be decomposed
into a sequence of XX, YY, and ZZ gates (in arbitrary
order).

(10a)
(10b)
(10c)

Here we use ' to indicate the unitaries are equal up to
a phase factor.
Parameter-shift gradients via gate decomposition - A
direct application of the parameter-shift rule requires
that the generator of the gate have only 2-eigenvalues.
However, we can evaluate gradients for gates that do not
meet this requirement by decomposing the dynamics into
a sequence of gates, each of which has a generator of the
requisite form.
As a trivial example, consider the 2-qubit canonical
gate,


UCAN = exp −i π2 (tx X ⊗ X + ty Y ⊗ Y + tz Z ⊗ Z) .
(11)
This gate is of interest because it is, in a sense, the elementary 2-qubit gate. Any other 2-qubit gate can be

i=1,15

Since an arbitrary 2-qubit gate has 15 parameters, we
may need up to 30 expectation evaluations to evaluate
one gradient of a 2-qubit gate.
Note that there are many essentially equivalent choices
as to how to parameterize the local 1-qubit rotations
in (13). Here, we have used the X-Y-X Euler angle decomposition, rather than the more common Z-Y-Z decomposition [25]. The canonical gate has many symmetries under local transformations, such that different
coordinates can represent gates that differ only by 1qubit rotations. In particular CAN(t, 0, 0), CAN(0, t, 0),
and CAN(0, 0, t) are all locally equivalent. To avoid redundancy the canonical parameters can be restricted to
a particular Weyl Chamber [19], and traditionally this
means that when the canonical gate has only 1 non-zero
parameter we restrict to the XX-gate class, CAN(t, 0, 0).
By choosing an X-Y-X decomposition, the inner X-gates
can be readily commuted with the XX-gate, which may
simplify the decomposition.
On the other hand, when decomposing gates in the
parametric swap (PSWAP) class [26], CAN( 12 , 12 , t), it
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FIG. 1: The t1 (20) parameter, and first derivative (25), of
the CR canonical gate decomposition, for b = 12 , 1, and 23
(blue, orange, green). Note that t1 exhibits discontinuities,
but these are largely artifactual, since X t1 is the same as
X 2−t1 , up to a phase factor.

is advantageous to use a Z-Y-Z decomposition, since
a PSWAP gate can can be decomposed as a swap,
CAN( 12 , 12 , 21 ), followed by a ZZ-gate, CAN(0, 0, t − 21 ).
A Z-gate can therefore commute past a PSWAP while
switching qubits.
Decomposition of the cross-resonance gate - As
another illustration of differentiation via gatedecomposition, we will consider a trickier example [3, 5]
in the cross-resonance gate family.
GCR = X ⊗ I − b Z ⊗ X + c I ⊗ X
UCR = exp(−i π2 sGCR )

FIG. 2: The t7 (22) parameter, and first derivative (27), of
the CR canonical gate decomposition, for b = 12 , 1, and 32
(blue, orange, green). Note that to implement a CNOT gate
we require t7 = 21 , which is achievable only for b ≥ 1. This
value of b is also sufficient to implement any member of the
XX gate family, since CAN(t, 0, 0) with t ≥ 12 is locally equivalent to CAN( 21 − t, 0, 0) [19]. Also, as CAN(t, 0, 0) is locally
equivalent to CAN(−t, 0, 0), so (as for t1 ) the discontinuities
are somewhat artifactual.

qubit gates and an XX-gate.
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The CR-gate is a natural gate for certain microwavecontrolled transmon superconducting qubit architectures [27–29].
This CR-gate can be represented by the following circuit diagram.

Y

An equivalent decomposition, using CNOTs as the 2qubit interaction, is:
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which can be canonically decomposed as a circuit of 1-

The 3 non-trivial parameters of this circuit can be expressed using elementary functions of the CR-gate pa-

CR(s; b, c)

4
rameters.
√
π

t1 =

1
π

arccos

cos( 2 1 + b2 s)
cos( π2 t7 )

t4 = cs
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1
π

!
(20)
(21)

√
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1 + b2 cos(π 1 + b2 s)
1 + b2

1
arccos
π

(22)



(M† UCR M)T (M† UCR M)
(23)

Here M is the magic gate, which transforms to a magic
basis [31, 32]. (In a magic basis the Kronecker products
of two 1-qubit gates are orthogonal matrices.)

M

=

0
i
i
0

0
1
−1
0


i
0
0
−i

(24)

H

dt4
=c
ds
dt7
=
ds
√

(28)
CR(s; b, 0)

√
The shift parameters for the this circuit are r = π2 b2 + 1
and r = πc
2 respectively.
Middle-out quantum gradients on classical hardware In a classical simulation of a quantum computer we can
apply arbitrary operators to quantum states, and therefore we can efficiently calculate gradients of quantum
circuits without resorting to the parameter-shift rule.
We could back-propagate the gradients using the chain
rule [17, 30, 33–35]. However, this requires storing the
intermediate states during the forward propagation, resulting in a memory demand that scales as O(2M N ) for
M qubits and N gates. Fortunately, we can simplify the
procedure and reduce the memory requirements by taking advantage of the time-reversibility of quantum mechanics [34, 36].
Suppose we have a quantum circuit composed of N
parameterized gates.

2 7

(26)
√

b2 sin(π b2 + 1s)
r
√
1−(b2 cos(π b2 +1)s)+1)2
b2 + 1
(b2 +1)2

(29)

Then the derivative of our observable (1) with respect to
one of the parameters is

•

The I ⊗ X term in the Hamiltonian commutes with the
other two terms, and can be separated out as an X rotation on the second qubit, which gives the t4 parameter.
The final parameter, t1 , can then be solved for analytically.
We can therefore calculate gradients of the CR-gate
using the product rule, 8 expectation evaluations using
the parameter-shift rule, and the following derivatives.
√
√
1 + b2 sec( π2 t7 ) sin( 1 + b2 π2 s) dt7
dt1
= q
(25)
√
ds
2 1 − cos2 ( 1 + b2 π s) sec2 ( π t ) ds
2
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S
S
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The procedure to decompose the CR-gate is as follows:
We first guess the circuit ansatz (18) by examining numerical decompositions of the CR-gate [30]. We are left
with 3 undetermined parameters. Since the CR-gate is
equivalent to an XX-gate up to 1-qubit rotations, the t7
parameter can be derived using Eq. 25 of Ref. [19].
t7 =

separate X rotation of the second qubit, as we
the full canonical decomposition. Thus we can
pose the full CR-gate into just two components,
which is parameter-shift rule differentiable with
to s.

(27)

Binary decomposition of the cross-resonance gate As it happens, we do not need to resort to a full decomposition of the CR-gate to evaluate the gradient. The
CR-Hamiltonian
(15) has 4 unique eigenvalues in gen√
eral, ±c± b2 + 1 [5]. However, if c is zero there are only
two unique eigenvalues, and the parameter-shift rule applies. Since the I ⊗X component of the Hamiltonian (15)
commutes, we can separate out the c parameter onto a

df (θ)
†
= hψ|U1† (θ1 ) . . . Uk† (θk ) . . . UN
(θN ) · A·
dθk
UN (θN ) . . . [−iak Gk ]Uk (θk ) . . . U1 (θ1 )|ψi
+ h.c.
(30)
Here ak and Gk are the scaling constant and Hermitian
generator of the kth gate (2).
We can rewrite this expression in a more compact form.
df (θ)
= −2ak ImhBk | Gk |Fk i
dθk
|Fk i = Uk (θk ) . . . U2 (θ2 )U1 (θ1 )|ψi

(31)

†
†
|Bk i = Uk+1
(θk+1 ) . . . UN
(θN ) · A·

UN (θN ) . . . U2 (θ2 )U1 (θ1 )|ψi
Here |Fk i is the initial state propagated forward in time
up to the kth gate, and |Bk i is the initial state propagated forward in time through the entire circuit, followed
by an application of the Hermitian observable, followed
by a reversed time propagation backwards to the (k+1)th
gate. Note that |Bk i is not normalized due to the application of the Hermitian operator.
The trick is that if we are evaluating all of the gradients, we can recursively evaluate the forward and back-

5
ward states, which requires only one additional gate application each per step.
|Fk+1 i = Uk+1 (θk+1 )|Fk i
|Bk+1 i = Uk+1 (θk+1 )|Bk i

(32)

Evaluating the original circuit of N gates requires storage of one state, N gate applications, and one inner product evaluation of the observable. Evaluating all N gradients using the middle-out approach requires 4N gate
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